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We deal with approximating linear operators S
d
that are dened as d weighted
tensor products We consider the worst case average case randomized and prob
abilistic settings depending on how the error of an approximation is dened The
complexity is understood as the minimal number of linear functionals which are
needed to approximate S
d
with error at most  Strong tractability means that
there exist nonnegative K and p such that the complexity is bounded by K 
 p
for all d and all     The smallest such p is called the strong exponent
We provide necessary and sucient conditions for weighted tensor products to
be strongly tractable and we nd their strong exponent In the worst case and
randomized settings these conditions are expressed in terms of singular values
f
i
g of the problem for d   and in terms of the weights f
i
g of the problem




g go to zero polynomially
fast
In the average case and probabilistic settings we consider Gaussian measures
for which the traces of the covariance operators are uniformly bounded in d





g In particular if 
i
   i we get tensor product problems which are
strongly tractable The strong exponent in the average 
or probabilistic setting
is always smaller than the strong exponent in the worst case setting However if
the problem is not strongly tractable in the worst case setting the strong exponent
in the average case setting may be large
We illustrate our analysis by the approximation of smooth periodic functions

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  Introduction
Linear multivariate problems are de	ned as the approximation of linear operators
S
d
that act on elements f of d variables
 An approximation to S
d
f is obtained
by computing a number of continuous linear functionals Lf
 Here both f and
S
d
f belong to Hilbert spaces
 We wish to approximate S
d
with error at most 

We consider the worst case average case randomized and probabilistic settings
depending on how the error of an approximation is de	ned
 The minimal number
of such functionals needed to compute an approximation with error at most  is
called the complexity
 
and is denoted by comp d

Strong tractability means that the complexity does not depend on d and is




 there exists two nonnegative numbers K
and p such that
comp d   K 
 p
 
The smallest or the in	mum of such p is called the strong exponent

Strong tractability for general linear multivariate problems has been studied
in  and for tensor product problems in  
 Strong tractability of tensor
products in the worst case setting depends on the singular values f
i
g of the
problem for d  
 A problem is strongly tractable i the largest singular value

 
is less than one and 
i


















exponentially fast to zero
 Hence if   
d
 
the problem becomes trivial since we
can approximate S
d
f by zero and still the error is no more than 
 From this
point of view it seems natural to normalize the problem by taking kS
d
k    d
which corresponds to 
 
 
 However then we loose strong tractability in the




 Hence the power of d goes to in	nity as  goes to zero
 We 	nally
add that scaling of linear multivariate problems and their strong tractability are
interrelated with some surprising consequences see 

To overcome the scaling problem and to still 	nd strongly tractable problems
even in the worst case setting we study weighted tensor products in this paper

 
Usually the complexity denotes the minimal cost needed to compute an approximation with
error at most  Since we consider only linear problems over Hilbert spaces the minimal cost
is proportional to the minimal number of functionals needed to compute an approximation with
error at most  see eg  We choose this denition of the complexity to simplify the paper
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s are linear operators of norm one kV
j



















     
 This means that there exists a unit
vector 



























   which is orthogonal to 

We believe that for practical problems with large d the successive dimensions
are of dierent and often decreasing importance
 This property may be modelled












That is why we call the problem a weighted tensor product

We provide necessary and sucient conditions for weighted tensor product
problems to be strongly tractable and we 	nd their strong exponent
 In the worst





g go to zero
 For a given nonincreasing and nonnegative sequence
  f
i
g we say that p















with the convention that sup   

Then the weighted tensor product problem is strongly tractable in the worst




g are positive and then








It is known see  that the randomized setting for approximating linear
operators by arbitrary continuous functionals is closely related to the worst case
setting
 In particular strong tractabilities in both settings are equivalent and the
strong exponents are the same

In the average and probabilistic settings we consider Gaussian measures
 We
choose the eigensystem of the covariance operatorC
d
of the Gaussian measure such
that the importance of directions imposed by S
d
is preserved
 The eigenvalues of
the correlation operator C
d
are chosen such that the trace is 	nite and uniformly
bounded in d
 It turns out that this choice of the Gaussian measure implies strong
tractability of the weighted tensor product problem in the average case setting





 Hence even for
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i
   i we have strong tractability in the average case setting
 In this case




  j and we have a tensor product problem






g as well as on the eigenvalues of the correlation operators of the Gaussian
measures for d       
 The strong exponent in the average case is always
smaller than the strong exponent in the worst case
 However if the problem is
not strongly tractable in the worst case than the strong exponent in the average
case may be large

In the probabilistic setting we use known relations see  with the aver
age case setting and conclude that strong tractabilities in these two settings are
equivalent and the strong exponents are the same

We illustrate our analysis for the approximation of smooth periodic functions

We show that this problem may be viewed as a weighted tensor product problem
and we 	nd the strong exponents in the worst case and average case settings

 Weighted Tensor Product Problems
A weighted tensor product problem is de	ned as an approximation of a linear
operator S
d
which is given as a tensor product of operators V
j
 j        d

More precisely we proceed as follows
 Let F
 
be a separable Hilbert space
 The
inner product in F
 














is a continuous linear operator and G
 




















 We also assume that W
j






































 i       









     
This means that all W
j
have the same eigenvectors 

i
 whereas their eigenvalues




We assume that f

i
g forms an orthonormal basis for F
 
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     F
 
as a
tensor product of F
 
s
 That is F
d








































































 The inner product in F
d










































g is an orthonormal system of F
d
















































































































































































     
n d
 











g of the one dimensional problems
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 Strong Tractability in the Worst Case Setting
We approximate S
d
















f     L
n
f









We seek the minimal n for which it is possible to 	nd an approximation with
error at most 
 Let en d denote the minimal worst case error which can be
achieved by computing n continuous linear functionals























f     L
n
fk
It is well known

 see    that the L
j


















en d  
n  d

Hence the worst case complexity is given by
comp
wor
 d  min fn  
n  d
  g  
Observe 	rst that the largest eigenvalue 
  d
 
 If    then comp
wor
 d  

To omit this trivial case assume that
  
Observe further that if 

  then 
i d
  for all i  
 Then comp
wor
 d  
for all   





























By varying the index i
d
      and using the fact that 
  d























   




It is also known that the adaptive selection of functionals L
j
does not help see   














































































We 	rst prove i
 Assume that the problem is strongly tractable and  holds
with K and p




   maxfn  
n
 g   K 
 p

For j  comp
wor
    we have 
j
  


























To prove that the polynomialexponent p






      d are among the eigenvalues 
i d

















Since this holds for all d and 






















 Take p  p


 Then there exists a
positive   p

such that p  p










 This yields that
there exists a positive constant C such that
comp
wor
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  

Assume inductively that comp
wor









 Then  implies
comp
wor
















































Note that the sequence fC
d











 As shown for the sequence f
j








g then we have
comp
wor





This proves that the problem is strongly tractable












 This proves i

We are also almost done with ii













For d   we estimate comp
wor
 d as above with C  K
p

 Finally it is enough





 This proves ii and
completes the proof of Theorem 


From the proof of Theorem 
 we can easily conclude the behavior of the
ordered eigenvalues f
j d





If the weighted tensor product problem is strongly tractable with the strong expo
nent p

then for every p  p






  j d       
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 Strong Tractability in the Average Case Setting
In this section we consider a weighted tensor product problem from Section  in
the average case setting
 We equip the tensor product space F
d




 To de	ne 
d








 The operator C
d
is self adjoint nonnegative de	nite and has 	nite
trace
 We select an eigensystem of C
d
to preserve the importance of directions in
the space F
d
for the operator W
d
 see 











































where the eigenvalues 

i j
resemble the eigenvalues of W
j



























     



















To guarantee that the traceC
d
 is 	nite and bounded uniformly in d we assume
that the series of 

i




 This is equivalent to assuming















g   
In the average case setting we want to compute an approximation with average
error at most 
 Hence the minimal average case error en d which can be
achieved by computing n continuous linear functionals is given by
e


































  that L
j





















It is also known that the adaptive selection of functionals L
j
can only help by at most one
see 


























     






























































Indeed observe 	rst that the measure 
d
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Hence the average case complexity is given by
comp
ave

















We are ready to prove that  implies strong tractability of the weighted














g   then
i the weighted tensor product problem is strongly tractable in the average

































































































We 	rst show i
 It is proven in  Theorem 
 that the problem is strongly
tractable in the average case setting i there exist p    a positive A and an






  d and for j  k k      
and then the strong exponent p

 inf p
 p for p satisfying 




   and we can set k   in 

Hence it is enough to deal with the sequence f

j d
g which corresponds to the
sequence f
j d
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in the worst case setting and conclude from Theorem 
 that
the problem is strongly tractable with strong exponent q
 Then we apply Corol
lary 
 to conclude that  holds for q  p  
 Hence our problem is strongly
tractable in the average case setting and its strong exponent p

is obtained when


















as claimed in i

To prove ii we 	rst estimate the worst case complexity comp
wor
 d of the
































































 d  minfn  

n  d











To estimate the average case complexity comp
ave
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Suppose now that 	
i
   i




and obtain a tensor
product problem
 This tensor product problem is not strongly tractable in the

















This exponent is large if p


is close to one

 Strong Tractability in the Randomized and Probabilistic Settings
We briey discuss two other settings
 In the randomized setting we assume that
continuous linear functionals L
j
as well as the mapping  can be randomly chosen










f     L
n t
f
depends on a random parameter t from a space T with distribution 
 The
randomized error of U is de	ned as the expected error with respect to t and the





















n d denote the minimal randomized error of such U 




 d  min fn  e
ran
n d    g 












 d   comp
wor
 d
This estimate implies that strong tractability in the randomized setting is equiva
lent to strong tractability in the worst case setting and the strong exponents are
the same
 Hence Theorem 
 can be also used for the randomized setting
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We 	nally consider the probabilistic setting
 In this setting we use determin
istic approximations




f     L
n
f
and de	ne the probabilistic error of such U as in the worst case setting but by



















n d denote the minimal probabilistic error of such U 




 d  min fn  e
pro
n d    g 
Here the parameter     and obviously small  is of particular importance

To stress the dependence on  we write comp
pro




For Gaussian measures the probabilistic complexity depends very weakly on
 through a power of ln  see 
 Therefore we de	ne strong tractability in
the probabilistic setting i there exists nonnegative K p q such that
comp
pro




       and d       
It is known that the probabilistic and average case settings for Gaussian mea










 ln  d













 ln  d

     
	

This shows that strong tractability in the probabilistic setting is equivalent to
strong tractability in the average case setting and the strong exponents in 
  
are the same whereas the strong exponent in ln  is at most equal to half of the
strong exponent in 
  

 Hence Theorem 
 can be also used for the probabilistic
setting

	 Approximation of Smooth Periodic Functions
We illustrate the results of the previous sections for the approximation problem
of smooth periodic functions
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x  exp   i h x i 
p





















































 Here the parameter   
and the sequence f
j









     
We de	ne H
d
























  is often studied for lattice methods for multivariate
integration see 
 It is known that the parameter  indicates the smoothness
of the functions from H
d

 For example if    is an integer then f is  
 
times dierentiable with respect to all variables and after such dierentiations
the function has bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause see 























We 	rst show that this approximation problem can be viewed as a weighted
tensor product problem
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Hence approximation of the operator A
d
over the unit ball of H
d
is equivalent




































































































































































 the eigensystem of  is













 In our case p






 Hence strong tractability
in the worst case setting holds i p

 












be a zero mean Gaussian




































is also a zero mean Gaussian whose covariance operator C
d
is given in terms of the covariance operator C
H
d
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This shows that approximation of A
d




is equivalent to approximation of T
  
d
in the average case setting with




Choosing the Gaussian measure 
d
as in Section  we get strong tractability
independently of the sequence 
j
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